Introduction
Let A be a complex unital Banach algebra. An element u E A is a norm unitary if Since ||M"||=1 (n £ Z ) it follows that {e^-.^GR} is norm bounded; thus h is Hermitian equivalent (see (4, §5)), i.e. there exists an equivalent algebra norm |. | on A for which |e' f( '|=l (^6R). Prompted by questions of L. A. Harris concerning /"•-algebras and Banach Lie groups (see (5)), we wish to determine the best bounds for \\e' (h \\ without renorming. To be precise we wish to determine the best bound for He'H subject to ||e ±I ' l ||= 1, r(h)^r where r(h) denotes the spectral radius of h and 0 < T < 7T. By using results on entire functions of exponential type we are able to give precise best bounds for some cases in which T is a rational multiple of IT. We show that the extremal algebra subject to ||e ± ' / '||=l, r ( h ) « r can be identified with a quotient algebra of the Wiener algebra. By the same technique we are able to refine S. Kaijser's generalisation of a result of N. Th. Varopoulos (6) concerning inequalities between r(e ih -1) and \\e ih -1||.
Preliminaries on entire function of exponential type
Let g be an entire function and let M(r) = sup{|g(2)|:|2| = r}.
We recall that g is of order p if We shall use the following results, most of which are implicit in R. P. Boas (2) . Proof. Given / £ / * ' , ||/||=s 1, let g(z) =f{e' zh ) (z G C). Then g is entire and |g(z)| «||e' 2fl ||. Since r(h)=£r it follows that g is of exponential type T, and since Ik" Finally we show that these inequalities are best possible, even for finite dimensional algebras. We write <u s (0 = e"' ( t e « ) . 
We note that 17 G A T where TJ(() = f(-T =S t « T). It is now a standard argument to
show that A, is the extremal algebra with respect to the constraints ||e ± ' /l || = 1, r(h) =s r. In particular we have the following result. Proof. Let {Ck} be any absolutely summable sequence with n z n-ez
For any entire function g of exponential type T bounded on R the method of (2, §11.2) gives g(£) = 2 c»g(k).
Itez
In particular, given / e A' let
and we obtain
The Hahn-Banach theorem gives and so
kez
Since this holds for all representations of e* 1 we conclude that
The method of (3) shows that A' T may be identified with the space of all entire functions g of exponential type T bounded on R with norm given by ||g||=sup{|g(/c)|:/c£Z}.
Under the identification we obtain
Remarks. ( " where x ' s piecewise linear. It would be of interest to resolve the case T = nr where r is rational, 0 < r < 1.
Estimates for ||e* -l||
In the course of proving that Kronecker sets are Helson sets, Varopoulos (6) established for the Wiener algebra that if ||M n ||= ||M^'||= 1 and r(u n -l)-»0 then \\u n -11| -* • 0. S. Kaijser informed us that the argument in (6) would give for an arbitrary Banach algebra essentially the following result. (i) ||w-l||«2taniT. 
